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һұॸᣜĀЧՠᅱǃЧՠӁҹǃृጤᅱāልዿ͕Ǆ СᄘልᑲᜃᓝᑾⅥʸశಯǃᦽӼᎳۈል᳸ࡹु᩿
ૢᩅቓനልᄚⅥΆᖚ͈ہˁͅᴻܙᐠ
ᔨᑩⅥᣏট֫ፁᐹʵልኽᴼ˖ːࡠǄہಪ

ᠺஸমል̍ໞⅥभҺ̰̾ᅳমϽ᧞ᦽᤊᢳል
᳂ዎⅥሶ̂˹ⅥॸᎄԴᤦልൎǄ

ልಞѶˏⅥ̾ࡵե̩ࡕݰᑰāঢ়ᔠ௲ఃā֫ā

 ہ2012 ुʴӴु˙ҳል՚ۈঢ়ᔠ௲ఃҹ

ᘤఃࡊāልੌэǄˇˌᴮሱᬌౚΆᖚہఃᕬ

֫Āᘤఃࡊā୕ᦪҹˏⅥ̾ል֓इఃᑻज

ᴻुݫܙ௲ଯልᴮሱⅥՠు˰ౚݤԺੴҹልᴮሱǄ

ನࡸࠧልࠨࠖ̾ᅳ᰻ݹೊᣏটᎌुልᘤ֫ੴҹǄ

̫ 1997 ुᦹᗰ̨ⅥΆᖚ᪦᩵୕ᦐˏڵ᳸ࡹु
Է࢝ܡ᭞͕Ч௲ॸᣜ˹ 9 િजನࡸࠧⅴ2007 ुⅥ
ĀͽभभͽāᴮሱልջҹⅥΌূजನࡸࠧዅ̓

િ௵᳐҉ልমϽڶၷࡵᅳ˿բᒎልমϽ̍ໞҹ
ˏⅥʸ̇໓Ы࠳ۈӪልࠨࠖ̾̍ໞ̂Ⅵ̺মϽ
ልథঅॸᎄࠨࠖ̾ˡᱡልԴᤦⅥݐҵሶ̂ᱡልກ
᪦˹Ǆ

੧֑  ࡶײֳܴ֨

ᣜధል௷͓حӝఃᕬჼ݈ǃӱఃࠧᥴ᭝̐ᅱ

Persisting in doing good
deeds

ᴮሱⅥ҅ᅳΆᖚልমϽ͓ӃⅥॻҳমϽᧂ֝ᤛܥⅥ

ഏ˔ᙷҨᡤǃᷩГݳҨᡤǄ̾ుरᤑኆ

᪦᩵ࠧ˱ஸমभҺᷩࠧᅱልᣄኆᖚұǃዿ͕ӝ

ᠺ՜ʮⅥˇͭᏖᄚᔠʷ̗ͬᨨԮʸ˹ఃᕬ௲ଯ

Է࢝֫ᓳᕬᐵᥴⅥՠుہണᲝˡᱡॻ࢝মϽ̍

ҹⅥूЧՠᣄ˖ĀΆᖚልΌ֤ౚڧዿ͕Ⅵՠు

ໞҹⅥலॸࠧᅱᱡກ᪦̍ໞልीՌⅥΦ᩿ࠧᅱ

Άᖚ˰ಟͅҀॸʮˌᘢޘልीՌⅥᣉผʮˌ֓

˹్ౡⅴ2008 ुΆᖚѪĀমϽ  जನˡЖā

ݩⅥಪಞѶˏ̾᭗ᣝ˹УՓᷩüü

ልዿ͕ӝԷ࢝ⅴ̫ 2009 ुॻⅥ
ĀমϽ  जನˡЖā इᬌᖚ૬ᨨᠺҹⅥࢣᠺᗭएልዿ͕ͅāǄᣉ
Ā͈ˁϥዿ͕ͅᦁۙہଯⅥʷᖚౚϪ်ਇ ࡵমϽᧂ֝ᤛ֫ܥমϽ̍ໞҹ̫ િΆᖚजನ
9
ልᠺ˖āⅥঞҨᡤᷩГݳեᡄʴᢙဍుⅥ ࡸࠧै҉
100 િजನࡸࠧⅥᐹᣁಟ 3000 ݫա
෦်ۈ˹Ⅵ˖ک̾ౚঢ়ՠ᫁՜ᔠǄ՜ૻˡಬⅥ ࠧᅱԮʸҹⅥଌஸ၃ၷʴʱशⅥू᪦᩵Άᖚہ

̾ʮᦹոո̰̾ል CSR ᢙဍⅥ˹ڵݩՠ˼ہః
ᕬ௲ଯҹˏልੴԺǄ

ᅱ˿ศಮⅴˮˡՌⅥᦹ˿ᐹڿⅥџ˼᳣ᢕ̫ࡸ
˼ϥᦹⅥͬಝልԏౚۙଯǄ
Άᖚ 1997 ु᩿РˏڵⅥӮुݫೊᑫʷཊ
͈᧤ࡅہۈˁͅǄಟుό͕ᱛⅥౚ̟˟ұ᭝
Ջ̺ᶩҹʮˌ͈ˁબʮˌ̜ଯᒎࢣۈᠺዿ͕ͅ
֗ⅸЫࡅ͈ˁ֫ˌ̜ʮനⅥ˼̫ہУሢˡ˙ుબ
ݫબࡹᬌᖗৰʮጴዿ͕ᄚǄ
Ꮦᄚݰछ՝  ഋೡణಛѪⅥ͘ݰል͈ˁ
॓ᤂಟĀ҅༗ˡʴል᪓๒āⅥ҅༗ࢆϽ̜Ͳ᳣ᢕ
ልโึǃᵦႆǃ๊֫ᠷ༟ʮനⅥͬ̈˃ᢔʷౚ
ᅱ֤ልሱልǄ҅༗ౚ͈ˁᅱࠜልᢕ̓Ⅵͬ҅
༗ʷౚ͈ˁልಝᑫሱልǄ௹͈ہˁዿ͕ͅልੌ
݈ʵⅥĀ҅༗ˡʴል᪓๒āಗϽౚʮጴዿ͕ᄚⅥ
ˡ˿ΆᖚⅥጴᄚࢆಗҵЬͲⅥ࠳ౚ̾रर
҉ልĀЧᅱāüüʸ՚ۈል҅ሢሶШథழેЧ᩿Ⅵ
Άᖚঢ়ᔠ֫जನࡸࠧልࠨࠖ̾

Canon entered the Chinese market in 1997
and from the start has committed to practicing
corporate social responsibility. Because we
believed a great company should pursue more
than profit. “A pursuit beyond profit” is Canon’s
VSHFL¿FDVSLUH,WUHIHUVWRWKHFRPSDQ\¶VJXLGLQJ
principle of “kyosei ”– co-existing with all parties to
build a progressive society and one that coexists
in harmony.
With such great ambitions, Canon has made
great progress in CSR. In this newsletter, we will
introduce to you Canon’s “Volunteer Teaching” and
“Colorful Classroom” programs.

Since 1997, Canon (China) has consecutively
financed the construction of 9 “Hope Primary
School”. Over years, we have not only improved
facilities of these schools, but also launched
WKH ³,PDJH  /LJKWV RI +RSH´ SURJUDP WR KHOS
students improve their cognitive abilities and social
development.
In addition, we interviewed Canon’s executives,
Mr. Shibamaru Shigeru and Takahashi Mitsuo
to share their views on Canon’s responsibility to
contribute to society by devoting resources to the
community.

Lu Jie
Assistant Director of Corporate Communications Division,
Canon (China)
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মϽᤑతᱨ
Image News

ྺҺཁ֒

Άᖚঢ়ᔠఃࡸࠧᅱଌ၃

Adding Color, Building Love
ΆᖚⅥᅳᘤ֫মϽⅥ
ॸШৰልᦹဍ

Canon uses colors and images
to help children

2012 ु 5 ಞ 26 శⅥΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢջҹ˹С ڵOn May 26, 2012, Canon (China) initiated the
ᙸڱеልजನࡸࠧ௲ఃҹⅥूѳ҆ہຐӞǃऄǃ activity of volunteer teaching across the country,
ᢔ࠸ǃનᬌǃ᭛ोǃݰ᪂Ꮃўˌܐगልजನࡸࠧ࢝ॻⅥ as part of the program of “Hope Primary School”
Чᣁ 110 աΆᖚ֓इʸ 660 աࠧᅱॻ࢝˹̍ໞⅥУ
Փᷩ˰̗ᗭԮʸЫˏⅥ˖ঞۈजನࡸࠧልࠧگ
ᅱपԪ҆ॻᅱᴀልĀমϽᧂ֝ᤛܥāⅥహہ᪦᩵ম
ϽఃᕬⅥܠЯࡸࠧᅱልዿ͕ᣄኆұԷ࢝Ǆ
ΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢᛔূᅻˏڵჼ݈βᬆჼ݈Է࢝ˏᴶԷ
ልĀˏڵჼ݈ഔঢ়ᥭზދā

2012 ु 5 ಞ 4 శⅥΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢԮҵ˹ہӞ
̔᭹ḋՌ࡙ڵᶏ˙ᠺልˏశᴢʳڵჼ݈ഔᣤ՜
ʸ̂ᣄӶᣍᏋᓫ̼অⅥᛔূ˹ᅻˏڵჼ݈βᬆ
ჼ݈Է࢝ˏᴶԷልĀˏڵჼ݈ഔঢ়ᥭზދāⅥ
ౚˏڵჼ݈βᬆΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢʮስ̺ೊہ
ˏڵᒠᘤჼβథᴀિϥѪልһұ֫નልᕪࡁǄ

On May 4, 2012, Canon (China) Co., Ltd. attended
the signing ceremony of Environmental Labeling
Cooperation and Mutual Recognition Agreement
at the Diaoyutai State Guesthouse in Beijing.
The company won “China Environmental
Labeling Contribution Award” issued by the
Environment Development Center of the Ministry
of Environmental Protection which recognized
Canon’s efforts and results in environmental
protection.

Ӟ̔ࠧݰΆᖚࠧދ᭞ᴶ̼ދঅ

in cities like Zhashui, Xi’an, Chengdu, Chongqing,
Hangzhou. 103 Canon’s staff and 630 students
participated in the program. The program utilized
colorful “image lessons” to raise social awareness
of primary students through image education.

5 ಞ 22 శʵӲⅥĀӞ̔ ࠧݰ2011 ुय़Άᖚ

2012 ु 5 ಞ 26 శⅥΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢழેᎄⅡˏ

ࠧދ᭞āᴶ̼ދঅہӞ̔ࠧݰᲠ࠷̠ڵᲝ͕ᣍˏ

ڵⅢ༂గಟᲥУՓⅥʸˏڵ᳸ࡹुԷ࢝ܡ᭞͕՜

˙ᠺǄΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢҨᡤᷩГݳǃӞ̔ݰ

ہຐӞሺӴࢧݖᰦΆᖚजನࡸࠧЧՠջҹ˹Āᘤ

ࠧरҶҨണ᱕ধᎳѪब˹ᴶ̼ދঅⅥ˖ 20 ա

ఃࡊāⅥహہ᪦᩵ᘤ֫মϽⅥᷩजನࡸࠧ

ᛔࠧދᅱᴶދǄĀӞ̔ࠧݰΆᖚࠧދ᭞āᣜᎄ˿

ᓳᕬఃᕬⅥӱࠨࠖ̾ል౻ұǃᣏұ֫ዿ͕ᣄ

1998 ुⅥಯ᭞˖ 5000 ʱశБⅥᅳ˿ᦐҺఌǃᄚǃ

ኆልԷ࢝Ⅵ˖ˏۈگڵӪልܡኵఃᕬϥѪᥭზǄ

ӝǃεਦᏖᄚǃᣁᏓಶǃჼ݈ጵࠧǃశᤊǃࠧ
Ꮃʻˁಯጵʳुᑌબኜ፣ᅱ˽ुᑌࠧᅱⅥహہỡ
ҿࠧᅱہണಪᱡॻ࢝ጵኜǃѪЬಟҀతਇልࠧ
ಲᢙဍ֫ࠧಲનǄ

On the afternoon of May 22, “2011 Canon
Scholarship for Peking University” awarding
ceremony was held at the Chen Shouren
International Meeting Center of Peking
University. Mitsuo Takahashi, Vice President
of Canon (China) Co., Ltd., and Zhang Yan,
executive Vice President of Peking University
presented the awards to 20 recipients. The
“Peking University 2011 Canon Scholarship”
was established in 1998 with a fund of
JPY50.00 million. The scholarship is designed
to help third-year undergraduates or secondyear postgraduates majoring in mathematics,
physics, chemistry, information management,
computer, environmental science, Japanese
and philosophy. The scholarship encourages
students to further their research and focus on
innovative academic achievements.

On May 26, 2012, Canon (China) Co., Ltd. and
Nippon Paint (China) Co., Ltd. cooperated with
China Youth Development Foundation to launch
the “Colorful Classroom” program in Banbishan
Canon Hope Primary School of Hebei Province.
The program’s goal is to improve the aesthetic
education of primary school through application of
color and images, thereby improving the students’
cognitive abilities. By doing so, we could contribute
to basic education in impoverished areas of China.

ΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢ
Āᘤఃࡊāջҹ̼অ
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҉ 3000 ̜Ⅵՠు˰᪦᩵ˏࠧࡸݩᅱমϽ̍ໞ

ᆩ֒ࢅᆖၟ
ਸഔ႐ଳڦ؇Ӿ!

ЫˏӖଢ᭛ोग՜ःӪԵපᰦΆᖚजನࡸࠧᎳǄ

Open heart with
colors and images

ᎳЬϽ˼ႆಗࡗրঈЎᎌልອੰұⅥूᖚ࿗Է

ہΆᖚˏڵⅥಟʮ௲ʴላ̜ልঢ়ᔠ͌ѳ

Ыੴኆᢟǃᣏұǃ౻ұልԷ࢝ǄĀᘤఃࡊā

ఈہ՚ۈⅥ̰̾ፁԮʸቓजನࡸࠧልমϽᧂ֝

ᴮሱልሱልࢆౚजನ᪦᩵ᘤ֫মϽⅥभҺजನ

ᤛܥҹǄЫˏⅥಟ̈ঢ়ᔠ᪂ᒎ̄ुԮʸ௲ః

Άᖚ̺মϽૣಲ୴ᐶ
௲ଯگЎᎌఃᕬ˼ˁ
ልతథມ

ࡸࠧልࠨࠖ̾ᣄኆዿ͕ⅥΦ᩿Ыዿ͕ӝԷ࢝Ǆ

ҹⅥʸजನࡸࠧልࠨࠖ̾ᑶʵ˹༸ԟልԴᤦǄ

Canon’s new method of
supporting impoverished
children with image technology

ьዿ͕ਅ᳣ьልᱛᵊⅥूʼजನ᪦᩵ᗭᨨልұ᭝

ጵࠧኜ፣ᡄ్ⅥࡸࠧЎᎌⅥႋ҆ౚͮुᑌЎ
ᎌⅥЬϽਂᒕԁಟ᭛ᢕͭۈǄکⅥᘤমϽ

Άᖚ

ˏڵ

͈ˁၹກ᪦ᬆҨᑲᄚḏ

ᤥ҉Āᘤఃࡊāᴮሱుᡄዼⅳ
ĀΆᖚ ˏہ ڵþম
ϽУሢÿમᆑʵⅥʮስᗱұ˿҅ᅳ͈ˁᗭᨨ͓Ӄ
पҹಗݫል̜ԮʸЫˏǄ͕̾லॸʮˌমϽ̍
ໞልीՌⅥ૧जನࡸࠧልࠨࠖ̾ቒˏǃʵᑼ˘
ᓳޘልണڮǃࠧ˱ǃᅱ᪦᩵মϽ֫ݩڵልࠨࠖ

ҹⅥभҺࠨࠖ̾ଐࡘᢜ᭜ǃΦ᩿̍ໞⅥ˖ࠨࠖ̾
ॻջ˹ቀʾᆉልՃʮૃ፵Ǆ

˖˹ಗಟ࢝ॻۈঢ়ᔠҹⅥΆᖚঢ়ᔠ֓
͕˖՚ۈѳУՓᑧᑪ࠸୰˹ঢ়ᔠੰᣤ֫ૣᖚል
ܠᣌⅥ᪦᩵ঢ়ᔠੰᣤልॸᎄǃঢ়ಢҶૣᖚࠧ
˱ǃNGO ঢ়ᑲ᷁ѳ̓Ꮃ᩿ᲕᤛፋልܠᣌⅥᣉ
֓इঢ়ᔠ̾ہҹˏԷୁಗݰል˗ҹᖚҹਇ֫
ˌ̜̈́ϜǄ
̫ΆᖚजನࡸࠧⅥ҉মϽᧂ֝ᤛܥⅥ҉ˏݩ

᩿̾ᠺ̍ໞѳ̓ⅥभҺࠨࠖ̾ଐࡘᢜ᭜ǃݐ᩿˹ǃ ࡸࠧᅱমϽ̍ໞⅥк҉ᘤఃࡊⅥΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢ

ᘤⅥʮስ̺ೊᬌᡞᦗ˺ަނልᖚ᭝Ⅵपᑻ
ᅱ͒௷ݫԻǄہΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢʮስʷગ̺ۈম
Ͻૣಲ௲ଯگЎᎌఃᕬል᱕᪀᪣ˏⅥϐҺᘤ
֫মϽ͓ӃⅥΆᖚ˖گЎᎌልܡኵఃᕬ֫
ᄚԷ࢝Η˹ಟұል௲ଯǄ
2012 ु 5 ಞ 26 శⅥΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢழેᎄ
ⅡˏڵⅢ༂గಟᲥУՓⅥہຐӞሺӴࢧݖᰦΆᖚ

ॸᎄԴᤦǄΆᖚࡵ૧মϽ̍ໞልનु̨ہΆ

ہ௲ଯˏۈگڵӪܡኵఃᕬል᫁᧢ʴଯᒎ୴ᐶ

ᖚӽᢞ͕ʴ̺ڶၷ࢝ልథঅֈჽᑻࡕݰǄā

֫ᔨᔫቓⅥजನᖚ͈ࢍݭˁિᖚⅥ̫ዅ̓ᣜధ҉

ᘤఃࡊՆౚΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢУሢᄚ৪ልЬͲ
ᡄჽˡʮⅥہᘤఃࡊᅱˡҚⅥΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢ
ᎌልШৰ֫ఃᕬҹǄ̫ 1995 ुॻⅥΆᖚⅡˏ
ڵⅢ᪦᩵ˏڵ᳸ࡹुԷ࢝ܡ᭞͕୕ॸ˹ 9 િजನ
ࡸࠧǄᗭ 2007 ुॻⅥᲞᒎջҹ˹Āͽभभͽā
ᴮሱⅥ̫ႆᥴʴ˖گЎᎌΗᦐҺ֫ᘢޘልࠧ
˱ჼ݈Ǆ်ᔣⅥΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢឞ༸ኆዅ̓ᣜݤል

ˏڵ᳸ࡹुܡ᭞͕՜Ⅵహہᷩजನࡸࠧᓳᕬ

ᢕਇⅥ˰్ሊ֫ႆᥴ̓ՠനᐷ֫ʷࡗ৭ᢜ

ఃᕬልСతУሢᴮሱǄ

ልⅥౚजನࡸࠧࠨࠖ̾ልᨷ̓ఃᕬⅥ̺Գ̰̾౻
ˏڵ

˖Āᘤఃࡊā

ᴮሱ୕ᦪ˹ 70 Ռࡸ۳ఌንሶಶ̺Գ 14 Ռ્ݓـ

ұǃǃੴኆᢟಟዿ͕ᣄኆұᎳ՚థᴀᖚұ
ልܠЯⅥዅ̓֫ᨷ̓ᓗʮʷՋⅥሶᩍሶનǄ

Ԍಶǃ28 Ռ࿗Ж્ԌಶⅥՠుᎄ୕ᦪ˹ 3 ތ

ہዅ̓ჼ݈૬ᦐܡኵʴⅥΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢ࢝ॻ

ᎄᓳಲఃࡊልఃЬⅥू˖ 3 િजನࡸࠧ༂Ҍݩ

˹ա˖ĀমϽ  जನˡЖāልЎᎌఃᕬᴮሱⅥ҅

ݎԳеݎⅥ௷حఃࠧჼ݈ǄՠుⅥΆᖚ

ᅳΆᖚہমϽૣಲʴል͓ӃⅥܠЯࠨࠖ̾᪦᩵ম

ˏڵ

ᣁѺہಭೊѳ҆˖Āᘤ

ϽೊᣄᣤᅱˏልᓳޘⅥ̰ᷩ̾ልᣄኆᖚұ֫

ఃࡊāᴮሱܠᣌஸমఃछ֫ᓳಲఃछⅥᤂᴮሱु

ዿ͕ӝԷ࢝Ǆશᗰ 2011 ुⅥΆᖚ˖С ڵ100 િ

еࡵہСڵ՚ۈል 14 િजನࡸࠧеᲞᒎ᩿ᠺⅥ

जನࡸࠧᣜᎄ˹ĀমϽᧂ֝ᤛܥāⅥԺሢࠧᅱᩰ

Canon (China) has relentlessly provided support
to education for children in poverty-stricken areas
through the use of imaging technology.

Scientific research shows that colorful images
will draw the attention of children more easily and
inspire children’s sensory perception, memory and
intellect. The purpose of “Colorful Classroom” is to
help pupils to develop social recognition with the
help of colors and images.

֫ᎄ༂గ

ˏڵ

On May 26, 2012, Canon (China) and Nippon Paint
(China) Co., Ltd. launched the “Colorful Classroom”
program in Banbishan Canon Hope Primary School
in Hebei Province. Canon (China) donated digital
cameras, ink-jet printers and laser printers while
Nippon Paint donated 3 sets of teaching materials
for art classes. Training of photography & art
WHDFKHUVE\ERWKFRPSDQLHVLVDVLJQL¿FDQWSDUWRI
the program. The “Colorful Classroom” program will
be rolled out to 14 primary schools.

ᣉಗࠖࠨݫᖚݭ০˦֫ϧ॥ۈન᱕Ǆ

ࢆʮስᗱұ˿҅ᅳমϽ͓Ӄॻ࢝ᴀեजನࡸࠧЎ

जನࡸࠧЧՠջҹ˹ĀᘤఃࡊāⅥౚʮˌʸ

ᴮሱջҹˡᲝⅥΆᖚ

ᨷ̓ఃᕬⅥ˖ˏڵልఃᕬ˼ˁᥭზʮ͆ұ᭝Ⅵ˰

Lu Jie, assistant director of Corporate Communications
Division of Canon (China) said, “Canon (China)
has been dedicated to solving social issues by
leveraging its technological strengths. We will build
a platform for students of these primary schools, we
also arranged foreign students to exchange photos
with them, helping them broaden their views.”

ࡸࠧᅱہᑻ͔ͤ̾ଌ၃

ࡸࠧᅱࡵᗭएଌል၃ၷ૬᪢᩿ᎹⅥᅳೊ֫Ы̰ࡕڵǃۈ
ӪልࡸಡԴ̍ໞ

“Colorful Classroom” is another example of Canon
(China)’s commitment to education. Over years, it has
funded 9 primary schools. It also launched another
HGXFDWLRQDOSURJUDPWKH³,PDJH/LJKWVRI+RSH´
At Canon (China), nearly one hundred employee
volunteers actively participated in image teaching
activities throughout China. Some volunteers have
attended teaching activities for five years and have
forged profound relationships with the students.
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Dialogue with Executives

ڶ؆ࣿͫݾܴݵਃ
Care about students and
support the development
of education

ᱛⅳੁԮҵ˹ᘤఃࡊҹⅥಟ̟˟̗ᨨੴ
իⅸ
ഏ˔ᙷⅳԮҵᘤఃࡊҹⅥ࠺Сౚ
̺ʮա᪦ঢ়ᔠልᨨ͆ԮʸЫˏⅥԪ̗ᨨͲ᷁֫
ᄚঞۈЎᎌልᅱథঅ֫ఃᕬ᳣๒ǄᤑࡅⅥ
ԡಯ̺˖ˏڵልजನࡸ͕ࠧภᩋگⅥͬբೊԷჽ
ልᣄኆʸჽࡅౚಟऍ᧙ልǄልՠ˼։ᣦⅥᑲ
᩵˟ुݫልУሢ୕ᦪⅥजನࡸࠧہዅ̓ᣜధʴऐ

ࠨࠖࢆౚ్ݱልजನⅥౚࡕڵԷ࢝ልजನિ
ہǄΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢ̫ 1995 ुᗰ̨࢝ॻ˹ʮᐳѼᴀ
եˏڵ᳸ࡹुልУሢШৰǄ2012 ु 5 ಞ͆ⅥΆᖚⅡˏ
ڵⅢջҹ˹ᘤఃࡊᴮሱⅥУՓҨᡤഏ˔ᙷЕᅱǃ
ᷩГݳЕᅱʸΆᖚ֓इʮ᫁ⅥԘᑲ 4 ˌࡸుል
᱕᪣༅ⅥҚजನࡸࠧ௲ଯঞۈఃᕬǄ˖ˏہ
ڵइልశಯঢ়ᔠⅥᣉ̾ոո̰̾ልિਂિⅳ

ᑲಟ˹ح௷ݰⅥႆᥴʴूʷϽ̺ҚനӨ˥Ǆͬ
ሶภᩋܐݰगልࠨࠖⅥजನࡸࠧہᨷ̓ᣜᓩʴಟ
ݰልऍ᧙Ǆࠧہണఃࠨࠖ̾ΌᅳሶಶుⅥԷჽ
ࠨࠖ̾ᛔԹݩᆉኆᣤГྗ˹ཕನǄکⅥᣉ
ॻਂᔞⅥ͈ˁ௲ଯఃᕬⅥʷ̤̤ౚ୕ᮖǃ୕ႆⅥ
ᔣౚᢕ҅ᅳᗭᨨል͓Ӄ˖ঞۈዿӪҀ᪫̈́ϜⅥ̺ज
ನࡸࠧೊᤑⅥ̾ᢕہዅ̓֫ᨷ̓ˇథᴀᬌ᩿ᠺ
ҺǄ

ౚͳޚ࿗ҿ֓इል֗ⅸ
ᷩГݳⅳہቀೊⅥዿ͕ͅʷӺӺౚ͈
ˁል˼ੌⅥผˌ̜ᬌ᳣ᢕࢣᠺᗭएልዿ͕Ό֤Ⅵ
ہΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢᡞፂ˖ĀHSRāˌ̜ዿ͕ͅǄ
ՠుⅥ͈ˁಟͅ˖֓इҀॸᘢޘልͲᐳ֫ीՌⅥ
ỡҿ֓इʸ͈ˁʮᦹᥭზұ᭝ⅥЧՠૢଅ॓ᥬልዿ

ΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢҨᡤᷩГݳ

Children are the hope of tomorrow and important
to a country’s development. Canon has conducted
a series of public welfare activities geared to the
needs of the youth. In May 2012, Canon launched
the “Colorful Classroom” program. Mr. Shigeru
Shibamaru and Mr. Mitsuo Takahashi went to
Hope Primary Schools to support the development
of local education. Let’s take a look at their insight:
Q: What are your personal views on the “Colorful
Classroom” program?
Shigeru Shibamaru: I participated as a volunteer to
experience the life and educational needs of local
students. To tell you the truth, I thought that Hope
Primary Schools were relatively poor, but I found

ፁԮʸঢ়ᔠҹǄ
ᱛⅳΆᖚ᪦͈᩵ˁᱡ՜ೊҹᘤఃࡊ
ҹⅥੁͳޚᣢ̈́ጴ՜Шᐳⅸ
ഏ˔ᙷⅳ
ĀᘤఃࡊāౚΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢʸᎄⅡˏ
ڵⅢழે՜Ⅵ՚ᗭԷୁഩૣಲ͓ӃЧՠೊϥУ
ሢⅥᦹ҉˹ 1+1>2 ልǄ͈ˁ̺ϥУሢⅥ
ౚӺႴᠺҹⅥᦐི֫ᐠұᬌౚಟᲥልǄಭೊ̾ज
ನʸಗݫঢ়ՠ᫁՜ል͈ˁᕉેⅥЧՠԷୁᗭᨨል͓
Ӄೊ˖ዿ͕ࢍʮ͆ұǄУሢౚСዿ͕ልͅⅥ᳣ᢕ
ዿ͕՚థЧՠһұⅥ̺ᩰ҉ЧᅱǄ
ᱛⅳੁͳޚᣢ̈́ᘤఃࡊҹⅸ
ᷩГݳⅳᦨᦛᘤఃࡊҹⅥ࠳˖ک
ʷౚʮਇልҹⅥಟբᒎልমϽ̍ໞҹⅥ૧
ࠨࠖ̾ہᘤఃࡊҹ᭚ଌஸ҉ል၃ၷ௵᳐ᦹೊⅥ

ᱛⅳΆᖚʮስỡҿ֓इԮʸ௲ఃҹⅥ͈ˁ

ΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢҨᡤഏ˔ᙷ

ܠᣌⅥᡃГঢ়ᔠੰᣤ֫ಢҶૣᖚኆᣤⅥỡҿ֓इ

͕ͅǄЬͲೊᤑⅥΆᖚ˖֓इΗ˹ঢ়ᔠૣᖚ
the reality was somehow different. My colleagues
told me that the facilities of these primary schools
have been greatly improved after many years of
donations. However, the software still lags behind
compared to the schools in big cities. When I
taught these kids how to use cameras, I found
that these kids were eager to acquire knowledge
from the outside world. I began to believe that
companies should support education development
not only by donating money and goods, but also
using their strengths to provide unique assistance,
such as our imaging hardware and software.
Q: Canon has always encouraged employees
to participate in volunteer teaching activities.
How does the company encourage employees’
participation?
Mitsuo Takahashi: In my opinion, performing
social responsibility is not only the company’s
responsibility, rather should it be everybody’s
responsibility. It is known as “Human Social
Responsibility” (HSR) at Canon. At the same time,
companies are responsible for building a good
platform to encourage employees to fulfil social
responsibilities. For example, Canon offers training
for volunteers about volunteer consciousness and
practical skills.

ʸ̇໓Ы̰ۈӪልࠨ᩿ࠖᠺ̍Ⅵᣉ̰̾˹
ልʾᆉⅥॸᎄກ᪦Ǆ̫ˌੰˠʴೊᤑⅥᘤఃࡊ
֫բᒎልমϽ̍ໞҹہʷՠఐӝᱡᦹ˹ʮॠ
ൎⅥᅳমϽ̸ಜᤊᢳⅥभҺࡸಡԴ̾᧞ᦽڵᆉ֫ᤊ
ᢳል᳂ዎᗭᅻ̍ໞǄౚʮաశಯ̜Ⅵڵˏہइ
ልుό˰͕᪻҉ఐӝʴልऍॽⅥکⅥঞቀ҉
Άᖚᖚݭ๔ᕋ᳐ګልұ᭝᩿ఐӝ̍ໞుⅥੴ҉
ظੀⅥ˖کࡅᲝʴౚہҹԴޘⅥΦ᩿ʾᆉ֫ीǄ
Q: Canon promoted the “Colorful Classroom”
program through partnership with other company.
What is your motive on this kind of cooperative
relationship?
Shigeru Shibamaru: The “Colorful Classroom”
program is a joint program between Canon and
Nippon Paint. The program played a big role in
improving public welfare. In the future, we hope
to join hands with more companies that have a
similar CSR philosophy, in order to contribute
more to our communities. Public welfare is the
responsibility of the whole society.
Q: How would you rate the “Colorful Classroom”
program?
Mitsuo Takahashi: I am in favor of this program,
because it is not a one-off activity. Instead, there
will be subsequent exchange activities. As a
Japanese working in China, I see a lot of cultural
differences. When I saw Canon create an initiative
that promoted cultural exchanges, I was very
happy. In some ways, I think that by enhancing
these friendships, we are also enhancing world
peace.
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Canon's Green Strategy

љȔһࣿȕݐԈ
ՕܴՇيङ
॑ѫ
Advance sustainable
green society by “kyosei ”
᧞͈ڵˁہӵԘᑲ˹ʷՠልԷ࢝ᲕดⅥ̫
ಪΝ᭛ˁҶݐ᱕Ⅵ҉ჽᦽہೊᦽۈݫШອঞۈዿ
Ӫልჼ݈βᱛᵊⅥ̺Գᒠᘤᑲ֫ՋଯᒎԷ࢝
ᣍᵊǄቓዿ͕֫ᑲჼ݈ልᨴԻⅥ᧞͈ڵˁᦽ
ೊᦽੰۈݫᣤ҉͈ˁዿ͕ͅል᭛ᢕਇⅥʮథᴀ
ʷఢ˖ঞۈዿ͕ອРతል؏ˁұⅥՃʮథᴀ˰
ʷఢ˖ঞۈልᒠᘤჼβϥѪᥭზⅥһұન˖ʮա
՜ഫል͈ˁУิǄ
2012 ु 5 ಞ 4 శⅥΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢԮҵ˹ہӞ
̔᭹ḋՌ࡙ڵᶏ˙ᠺልˏశᴢʳڵჼ݈ഔᣤ՜
ʸ̂ᣄӶᣍᏋᓫ̼অⅥᛔূ˹ᅻˏڵჼ݈βᬆ
ჼ݈Է࢝ˏᴶԷልĀˏڵჼ݈ഔঢ়ᥭზދāⅥ
ౚΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢʮስ̺ೊڵˏہᒠᘤჼβథ
ᴀિϥѪልһұ֫નልᕪࡁǄ

֫ዿ͕ᐿᚬԷ࢝ልՠుⅥࢍಝݰՋᖚњࡹჼ݈

̓ልఴ᮪ӝⅥఎˌ̐ࡅჽ˹ᩃ᭝ӝ֫ࡸ۳ӝⅥ

ልᥬଅⅥूᗱұ˿̺ᴻЕልᒠᘤጵૣ˖ˏڵልჼ

̫ᔣᘬሺ˹ುగǃӖᡦ̺Գႆໞ᩵ፋˏል᩸ᩛࠜ

βϥѪᥭზǄ

϶፧ᱡⅥಟњࡹ˹˽โӝዟ୰௹ⅴہΌᅳჼᘬⅥ

̺ΆᖚልҳУ̐˖ΑⅥ˖ҳУᣜݤልᴻ
р͈ˁⅥΆᖚል̐ہĀᣜᣁāǃĀᅱ̐āǃĀΌᅳā
҉Ā௵ڧкᅱāልఎˌĀᅱ֤֚ಪāе՚ˌჼᘬ
ᬌ᩸ᅳЕ᩿ልᘬᖚჼβૣಲⅥһұᲤͮ˽โӝዟ
୰௹᭝Ǆ͈ہѺᲕดⅥΆᖚࢆᣜࡁ˹̐ఎˌᅱ

ΆᖚኜԷѪ˹ଳ᳣ࡁম્ԌૣಲⅥࡅჽ˹᳣ᢕ્
Ԍుቷᱡᩰ҉ᷩཐⅥњࡹ˹ᖚᔪⅴ௵ڧہкᅱᲕ
ดⅥΆᖚፁॻ࢝ᦐིৈჼҹⅥॸᎄ௵ڧཋ᫁Ⅵ
ՠుॻԷѪкᅱುగૣಲⅥू॓ᅳ˿̐Ⅵࡅჽ
˹СᴀልᘬᖚᲤᔪǄ

֤֚ಪˏ̐ᅱል˽โӝዟሱഔϜⅥہผʮˌᬆ̓

ʷ̤̤̐ہʴⅥΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢՠు˰᪦᩵

ΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢʮስ̺ೊᬌፁ᧤ᠺĀЧᅱāᄚ৪Ⅵ ᅯᗰʮˌࡸ˄᭰ልॻԷǃᣜᣁˏᬌ᩿ᠺසଙᣁ
ᗱұ˿ʸঞۈዿӪ̺Գۈᄘჼ݈ЧᅱⅥूࡵᢜ ᏓⅥұ˻ಝݰᲥय़њࡹ˽โӝዟ୰௹ⅴہᅱ̐ჼ

ᷩ֓इልჼβੰᣤⅥፁԮʸǃ௲ଯ֫ӶҺఎ

˖͈ˁԷ࢝ልҚ֫ಝᑫሱഔⅥہΦ᩿ˏڵᑲ

ᘬⅥΆᖚଳ၃෨ሮ֫ˏ ڵRoHS ልᢕ๒ࡅჽ˹ᬆ

Multinationals have evolved over decades
in China. In the beginning, companies were
concerned about business growth. But now more
attentions are paid to environmental protection,
green economy and sustainability issues. With
social and economic changes, companies
have realized the importance of CSR and have
responded by contributing to local communities
and protecting local environments.

of “kyosei ” (co-existence) and has made it a
company priority by working to co-existing with
local communities and global environment. While
promoting China’s economic development, it tried
to reduce its environmental impact and contribute
to China’s environmental conservation through its
green technology.

On May 4, 2012, Canon (China) Co., Ltd. attended
the signing ceremony of Environmental Labeling
Cooperation and Mutual Recognition Agreement in
Diaoyutai State Guesthouse Beijing. The company
won “China Environmental Labeling Contribution
Award” issued by Environment Development
Center of the Ministry of Environmental Protection.
The award recognizes Canon’s efforts and results
in environmental protection.
Canon (China) has always practiced the idea

Canon’s office product is an example of using
advanced energy-saving and environmental
technology throughout a product’s entire life cycle.
From design stage to manufacturing and recycle
stage, Canon focuses on its environmental
footprint every step along the way. The company
strives to reduce carbon emission, requires all
components to be lead-free and reduces the
SDFNDJLQJPDWHULDORIWKH¿QDOSURGXFW
Canon (China) also actively raises employees’
environmental awareness and these efforts have
helped support a more sustainable green society.

ˌዿ͕ልჼβҹⅥ̺ĀЧᅱāልᄚ৪һұ᩿
્᪫ʮˌՋଯᒎԷ࢝ልᒠᘤዿ͕Ǆ
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ጽৎॅీᆖၟࠅᅮ
Canon's Color Campaign
ᅳমϽலॸກ᪦ልൎ

Using imaging as a bridge for
communication

ǉᦴ᩹᧞ڵա͈ልᘤУሢǊ

“

 ̨ु᪖᪭ΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢનᎄ 15 ֚ुⅥᔣΆᖚԮʸजನइፋǃ୕ॸजನࡸࠧಗౚ ہ1995 ुࢆ
ॻ˹ǄΆᖚᲞᒎॻ࢝˹Āͽभभͽāǃ
ĀমϽᧂ֝ᤛܥāǃ
ĀমϽ̍ໞҹāᎳᴮሱǄΆᖚⅡˏڵⅢҨ
ᡤᷩГݳᡄዼⅥࡵᲞᒎ௵᳐՚ۈजನࡸࠧࠨࠖ̾ልমϽⅥՠు҅ᅳΆᖚ᧞ڵУՓʮीՌⅥ

“

˖ڵеݩልࠨࠖ̾லॸᦹʮॠ᪦᩵মϽ᩿ᠺ̍ໞልរˡⅥ᪦᩵ᘤልমϽᅱҹᔣቄѴ˹ۈ
ልᅱ֫ੌⅥॻଐᢜ᭜ǃݐ᩿ԴᤦǄ

üüᢖᩰǉڵᲝ؏Ǌ
year is the 15th anniversary of Canon (China). Since 1995, Canon has participated in projects to
“fundThisHope
Primary Schools. Canon has carried out image-based classes, image exchange activities and
other programs. Canon (China)’s vice president said that it will collect photographys of primary school
students and build a platform for photo exchanges between domestic and foreign students. This will
deepen their mutual understanding and increase friendships.

“

—— Qin Da, International Business Daily

ǉӞ̔ࠧݰΆᖚࠧދ᭞ᴶԷǊ

“˖Сᄘኆաል͓ጮ͈ˁⅥΆᖚʮስጲૢþЧᅱÿል͈ˁᄚ৪ⅥፁԮʸዿ͕УሢҹǄþЧᅱÿ

ౚʷଔຬఐӝǃ˱ǃᤊᢳǃิరᎳऍॽⅥһұॸᣜС̜ᐈ์᪀ĀЧՠᅱࠜǃЧՠӁҹǃृጤᅱā

“

ልዿ͕Ǆˏڵ˖ΆᖚУՓݐ᱕ಝᩴ᪪ልगۋⅥˁҶ᭝᪂ु̺ 30% ईՏ᪪य़᪢ݐልՠు˰ᕊᅳ˹ݰ
ˏڵಯڿል͓ጮልڵᲝӝ̜ૉⅥન˖ಯڿӝፋय़ಝᷩልہӵ͈ᦐݩˁˡʮǄ

üüǉࡸ၌ہᑢǊ
As a well-known global enterprise, Canon has always adhered to the corporate philosophy of “kyosei”
“(co-existence)
and has actively participated in social public welfare activities. “Kyosei” refers to an ideal

“

Ӟ̔ࠧݰΆᖚࠧދ᭞ᴶ̼ދঅ

situation that all human beings live together, work together and enjoy a happy life regardless of differences
in cultures, habits, languages and nationalities. With China being the fastest growing market, Canon (China)
has seen its turnover increasing at a rate of around 30% every year and hired a large number of local and
international talents. The company is becoming one of the most well-localized multinational companies.

——beareyes.com
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ˏڵ᳸ࡹुܡ᭞͕Ҩጸ˳᱕ೌ౨ጩüüĀᘤఃࡊāᴮሱⅳ
Yang Xiaoyu, Deputy Secretary General of China Youth Development Foundation
——“Colorful Classroom” Program

Canon uses its core
Āˏڵఐӝˏर᭛ᢜఃᕬⅥ૧ࠨࠖᢜಭೊልजನǄΆᖚʸᎄܡہኵఃᕬልУሢᴮሱʴ
ᬌᖚ҅ݭᅳ͈ˁᗭᨨ͓ӃⅥപୟዿ͕Է࢝ԻӝⅥ̫ዅ̓҉ᨷ̓ۙଯʷગۈ௲ଯजನइፋⅥर
resources to contribute ূǄᔣʼⅥԵథᖚݭ᪦ұӶⅥॻ௹ᗭᨨልУሢीՌⅥՒՈ֓इǃᑲᯡ؏̺Գಗैລል̜ԮʸЫ
to China's education and ˏⅥГѳͲჽ˹Եథ͈ہˁዿ͕ͅథᴀልЧՠᄚ৪֫᪓๒Ǆā
environment
“Chinese culture attaches great importance to education and considers children as the hope of the future.
Canon and Nippon Paint have supported the Project Hope by leveraging their strengths to contribute to
social development changes. Moreover, both parties cooperate with each other to open more opportunities
IRUHPSOR\HHVGHDOHUVDQGRWKHUVWRSDUWLFLSDWHLQWKHSURJUDPUHÀHFWLQJERWKSDUWLHV¶FRPPRQLGHDDQG
pursuit of CSR.”

Ӟ̔ࠧݰरҶҨ˳ᣏধüüĀΆᖚӞࠧދݰ᭞āᴮሱⅳ
Zhang Yan, Executive Vice President of Peking University
——“Canon Peking University Scholarship” Program
जನࡸࠧልࠧᅱہҋমϽ̍ໞԂ

Ӟ̔ࠧݰरҶҨ˳ᣏধΆᖚУՓଯᒎुݫೊʮ௲ଯˏڵఃᕬ˼ˁᡄዼᦨᦛⅥہӞ̔
ࠧݰᣜᎄᤂᴮࠧދ᭞ҋय़ᡄዼੴǄধᡄዼⅥӞ̔ࠧݰ˖ʾᆉኆաࠧख़Ⅵ͕༸ӝ֫ΆᖚᎳڵ
ᲝУՓہ՚ˌథᴀል՜Ⅵ̐ࠧሶ᱕Ǆ
Zhang Yan, executive vice president of Peking University, applauded Canon’s support for Chinese
educational business over years and expressed appreciation for establishing a scholarship at Peking
University. Zhang Yan said that Peking University would deepen its cooperation with Canon and other
LQWHUQDWLRQDOFRUSRUDWLRQVLQYDULRXV¿HOGV

Ӟ̔ࠧݰΆᖚࠧދ᭞ᴶ̼ދঅ

ˏڵჼ݈βᬆჼ݈Է࢝ˏ˗ͅʯʯüüĀΆᖚᛔূˏڵჼ݈ഔঢ়ᥭზދāⅳ
Tang Dingding, Chief of Environmental Development Center of Ministry of Environmental Protection
——“Canon won China Environmental Labeling Contribution Award”

Āˏڵჼ݈ഔঢ়ᥭზދāౚ͈ˁፁԮʸˏڵჼ݈ഔঢ়ᣁѺልᕪࡁⅥౚ͈ˁዿ͕֫ͅ
ᒠᘤᠺҹልᕪࡁǄजನ͈ˁᖚᒉᒎᠺჼ݈ഔঢ়ᄚ৪Ⅵ՜ᄚΌᅳᦐི֫ᖚིⅥॻԷ֫ᅱ̐ჼ݈Դ
̐ޘⅥ˖ˏڵᒠᘤᑲ֫ՋଯᒎԷ࢝ᒉᒎϥѪፁᥭზǄ
“China Environmental Labeling Contribution Award” is a recognition for a company’s active participation
in China’s environmental labeling plan, and its efforts in social responsibility and green action. I hope
that Chinese enterprises can continue to develop environmental protection policies and rationally use
resources for the development and production of eco-friendly products. I hope these companies will
actively contribute to China’s green economy and sustainable development.

